Case Study: Sheppard Pratt

For over 45 years Communications Electronics has supported many
of the most prestigious healthcare facilities across the Mid-Atlantic with
their wireless voice, video and data technology solutions. Recently,
Sheppard Pratt completed construction of a 50-acre state-of-the-art
behavioral health hospital campus in Howard County, Maryland where
Communications Electronics designed, deployed and maintains their
neutral host carrier and public safety distributed antenna systems.
The 50-acre Sheppard Pratt – Baltimore/Washington Campus includes an 85-bed, 156,000-square-foot hospital
with inpatient, specialized outpatient programs, crisis services, as well as a gymnasium, three basketball courts,
a yoga/meditation room, cafeteria, and more. The new hospital’s design features outdoor courtyards and terraces,
and offers patients a comprehensive, therapeutic, and recreational environment to support their treatment,
healing, and recovery. Nature is at the heart of the campus’s design. Natural light floods every room and corridor,
upholding the vision of founder Moses Sheppard that “no patient was to be confined below ground.”
When Sheppard Pratt began sourcing contractors for the construction phases, they turned to one of their long-term
trusted partners, ConCor Networks to manage the procurement and installation of all the facilities RF and fiber
optic cabling. Based upon previous collaborations, ConCor Networks introduced Communications Electronics to
Sheppard Pratt as their reliable wireless network provider and integrator.
Together ConCor Networks and Communications Electronics began working on their proposal to amplify the
AT&T and Verizon cellular coverage throughout the facility, as well as the proposal to meet the Howard County
700/800MHz Public Safety radio coverage mandates, as specified by the National Fire Protection Agency
(NFPA). Based upon their competitive bid and the comprehensive antenna and cable plan, Sheppard Pratt
accepted the ConCor / Communications Electronics proposal and the teams immediately set to work to meet
the construction schedule.

The combination of the facilities stunning open floor concept and the extensive use of energy efficient LEED
glass utilized throughout the three story, multi-wing facility presented some unique obstacles to achieve proper
signal strengths for all patient rooms, common areas and stairwells. To overcome the wireless signal challenges,
Communications Electronics relied on their iBwave software (the software standard for designing indoor wireless
networks) to design a comprehensive antenna coverage and fiber optic cable plan that capitalized off the fiber
head-end on the ground floor, and the off-air donor antennas located on the roof above the DAS head-end.
Working collaboratively ConCor Networks, Communications Electronics was able to install discrete DAS antennas
below the drop ceilings and other key strategic areas to achieve the required optimum cellular and PS RF coverage
to support the day-to-day activities of Sheppard Pratt personnel and patients, as well as the required coverage
for all First Responders.
Since the hospital campus opened in June 2021, Sheppard Pratt has been pleased with the facility’s wireless
coverage. According to John Shirk, Director of Telecommunications; “Communications Electronics understood
some of the unique design challenges within our facility and delivered a comprehensive solution that met our
coverage needs.”
As a testament to this new partnership and success of the project, Sheppard Pratt has already contracted with
Communications Electronics to broaden its wireless Wi-Fi network across the campus.
More About Sheppard Pratt
Sheppard Pratt is the largest private, nonprofit provider of mental health, substance use, developmental disability,
special education, and social services in the country. A nationwide resource, Sheppard Pratt provides services
across a comprehensive continuum of care, spanning both hospital- and community-based resources. Since its
founding in 1853, Sheppard Pratt has been innovating the field through research, best practice implementation,
and a focus on improving the quality of mental health care on a global level. Sheppard Pratt has been consistently
ranked as a top national psychiatric hospital by U.S. News & World Report for more than 30 years.

BECAUSE YOU MATTER, THERE IS SO MUCH MORE TO THE
COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS’ WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY STORY

More About Communications Electronics
Since 1976, Communications Electronics has been making mission critical connections for some of the largest
public safety agencies, schools, hospitals and enterprises across the Mid-Atlantic. As a local single source
distributor and integrator with over 120 employees across five locations, Communications Electronics is uniquely
positioned to provide responsive and professional wireless voice – video – data services to our customers in
Maryland, Washington, DC, Northern Virginia and Central Pennsylvania.
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Electronics has technical expertise across a diverse range of wireless voice—video—data
solutions. Our capabilities include system design & engineering, sales, installation, maintenance, technical
support and service agreements to ensure optimal performance of your systems and critical infrastructure.
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on-site to wide-area voice technology/two-way radio solutions, Communications Electronics creates
dependable wireless radio systems that can enhance productivity, protect your people and your property.
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Wireless Coverage Solutions connect facilities and campuses with Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS)
for commercial and public safety networks. Communications Electronics also designs, deploys and maintains
multi-network capable Wi-Fi, PTP / PTMP and the latest LTE solutions including CBRS.
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Electronics’ comprehensive Integrated Security and Video Solutions allow you to detect,
monitor and safeguard your facilities 24/ 7 through the latest technologies in video surveillance, access control
and emergency call stations.

≥ Communication

Electronics allows you to keep moving forward when it matters most, with our Intelligent
Transportation Systems. These systems optimize traffic safety and flow on our roadways through the latest
technologies in integrated traffic automation such as Automatic Traffic Recorders (ATR), CCTV, LPR, weather
sensors, dynamic messaging and more.

≥ With


over 45 years of experience in the wireless and cellular industry, the Communications Electronics’ team
is certified and qualified in performing all the installation tasks required for any voice—video—data installation
including surveying, system design, installation, commissioning, testing and maintenance.

